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About us
Horizon Lab was born in 2016 from the idea of a

group of engineering students with the aim of
spreading know-how to a wide young audience.
 The topics of interest fall mainly in the graphic,

robotics and digital field.
 International collaborations have led us to key

roles in important European projects.
Starting from scratch, in the socio-cultural context

Campanian!



Our Mission
We want to build up a meeting place to exchange

ideas and experiences, where the right tools can
be found to create prototypes and to promote
them. A place that is a source of ideas, an hack
farm.

Too often what we lack are right incentives
and proper tools. We want to put in
place all the necessary synergies to remove the s
hared barriers that hinder the innovative process.

Our goal is to create a challenging environment that
gives vent to the imagination, something like a
room where you can sit upside down, play chess
or draw on your laptop while you’re laying down.

This is what HorizonLab is all about!



…. our mission (themes of interest)

• Environmental education
• Social Inclusion
• Digital awareness
• Cyberbullism
• Upcycling



HorizonLab out of its borders
• Collaborations and eu projects ka2 h2020

• M4I
Theme: Provide tools useful for the
revaluation of Maker Spaces, such as places
of dissemination of "informal" education
without any kind of cultural, political, racial or
religious barrier.

Theme:  Cooperation for innovation and the 
exchange of good practices



Other projects
• Digital environmental education

• Technological upcycling

• Brace yourselves, more is coming...

Theme: Raising awareness - mainly in adolescence - towards issues of
education and environmental protection through the use of eco smart
digital devices.

Theme: Recycle everyday objects by changing its final function: making it
digital
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IO4 – Open source Device



Intellectual Output 4

A set of open source tutorials around how to create your own
MakerEducation Hardware. These hope to provide some initial
projects for a Makerspace community to engage in which can
also be used as a tool with others to learn and develop together.



Open Source

• Term originally referred to open source software (OSS), stands
for code designed to be publicily accessible.

• However, open source has become a movement and a way of
working that reaches beyond software production.



Principles of Open Source
• Transparency: We all have access to the information and materials

necessary for doing our best work.
• Collaboration: By initiating new projects together, we can solve

problems that no one can solve alone.
• Release early and often: When you're free to experiment, you can

look at problems in new ways and seek answers in new places.
• Inclusive meritocracy: Only by including diverse perspectives in

our conversations can we be certain we've identified the best ideas.
• Community: Community goals supersede individual interests and

agendas.



Brief history of Open Source Software
• The free software movement (formally established by Richard Stallman in

1983 through the GNU Project) organized itself around the idea of user
freedoms: freedom to see the source code, to modify it, to redistribute it.

• Free software is the opposite of “closed source” software. Closed source
software is highly guarded and only the owners of the source code have
the legal right to access it.

• The name “free software,” however, has caused a lot of confusion. Free
software does not necessarily mean free to own, just free to use how you
might want to use it.

• Christine Peterson proposed the idea of replacing “free software” with the
term “open source” to a working group that was dedicated, in part, to
shepherding open source software practices into the broader marketplace.

• By early 1998 the Open Source Initiative (OSI) was founded, formalizing
the term open source and establishing a common, industry-wide definition.



Open Source applications
• Computer Software (Open Source Software): Linux, Mediawiki

(wikipedia), KiCad, Blender, OpenOffice, etc..
• Electronics (Open Source Hardware): Arduino, OpenRISC,

RISC-V, etc..
• Food Industry: OpenCola, Free Beer



Open Source Hardware
• Open source hardware is hardware

whose design is made publicly
available so that anyone can study,
modify, distribute, make, and sell the
design or hardware based on that
design.

• The "source code" for open
hardware consists of schematics,
blueprints, logic designs, Computer
Aided Design (CAD) drawings or
files, etc...



Open Source Hardware vs Hardware
• All open hardware must be accompanied by documentation,

including design files and source code.
• If a piece of open hardware incorporates software of any kind,

then that software should generally be released under an
approved open source license.

• Open hardware is all about making the object as easy to remix
and reproduce as possible.

• Closed hardware uses obfuscation and patent law to make the
recreation of the objects as difficult as possible.



Open Source Hardware vs Open Source 
Software
• Open hardware projects usually result in a physical object,

which involves monetary investment for physical materials.
• Open software projects do involve labor costs but software can

typically be distributed with lower overhead and typically free.



Drive’em all

• An open source hardware 
kit for controlling al kind of 
motors (DC, Stepper, etc.)



Drive’em all use cases

• The Drive'em all is highly configurable for the most common
makers activities;

• It is highly compatible for 3D and 2D printers, for controlling
robots, lights and all maker component;

• Moreover it is provided with ARDUINO UNO header, which
allows the board to be highly expandible.



Drive’em all project



Drive'em all



Plotter 2D controlled by the Drive'em all



References – Instructables

• https://www.instructables.com/Development‐of‐the‐
Drivemall‐Board/
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